INFORMATION MESSAGE

Dear colleagues,

We kindly invite you to participate in the Vth International Internet Conference

*Modern Technologies of the Professional Excellence Development of To-Be Teachers*

that will be held in Pavlo Tychyna Uman State Pedagogical University on October 21, 2020

**Conference Focus Areas:**

1. Building professional competence of a to-be teacher in the higher educational institution setting.
2. Innovative teaching technologies in the teacher training curriculum.
3. Psychological specifics of the formation of professional qualities of future teachers.
4. Higher school pedagogic technologies in the historical context.
5. Professional training of to-be teachers in the context of Ukraine's integration into the European educational domain.

**NOTICE**

Speakers' reports will be posted and discussed on the research and methodology activities webpage of the continuing elementary school teacher education website ([http://sno.udpu.edu.ua](http://sno.udpu.edu.ua)). Based on conference outcome, a conference material sourcebook is planned to be published.

**Conditions of Participation in the Conference:**
To become a participant of the conference, please send a participant application form (the application form is attached), attaching separate files with names like "Smith_application", "Smith_abstracts"); the abstract (3-6 pages) formatted in accord with requirements (information is attached), and a copy of a document confirming the repayment of the publication fee not later than October 9, 2020 to the following electronic mail address: conferens@i.ua;

Financial considerations: the cost of one printed page in the sourcebook is UAH 55. Registration fee is UAH 40. The registration fee includes arrangement costs of conducting the conference, publishing the agenda and certificates, as well as the mailing of materials.

Requirements Regarding Report Abstract Format:
Total size: 3-5 pages. Standards: Times New Roman font, font size 14, 1.5 line spacing, paragraph indentation: 1.25 cm, all margins: 2 cm, MS Word editor.

Conference working languages: Ukrainian, English, Polish.

Dear colleagues, to avoid misunderstanding, please pay the fee for the publishing of conference materials and participation in the conference only after you receive confirmation over the phone (098 839 44 90 Макарчук Вікторія Вікторівна) following the consideration of your publications. After the acceptance of materials is confirmed, please forward a copy of the payment receipt to the above e-mail address.

Editors preserve the right to not publish articles that do not correspond to the subject matter of the conference, as well as to perform in-process editing of materials. The responsibility for the contents of a publication is solely placed on its author(s).

For more details about the conference, please call 098 839 44 90 (Макарчук Вікторія Вікторівна)
Participant Application

Full name __________________________
Scientific degree, academic title______
Place of work and position _____________
Name of report materials _____________
Conference focus area _______________
Postal address __________________________
Telephone, e-mail_____________________

Example of Abstract Format:

Nataliia Andriiivna Kolomiiiets
Candidate of Pedagogical Sciences, Associate Professor of the Education Technologies and Pedagogical Creativity Chair,
Pavlo Tychyna Uman State Pedagogical University

METHODOLOGY OF ORGANIZING STUDENTS' INDEPENDENT WORK

Abstract text Abstract text Abstract text Abstract text Abstract text
Abstract text Abstract text Abstract text Abstract text Abstract text
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Abstract text Abstract text Abstract text Abstract text Abstract text

Works Cited (2-3 entries):

We look forward to welcome you at the conference!